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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE 
i* the inTRomnnon
Institutions and programs in tbs totalitarian 
-state are maintained by'high ©motlonalination of 
ideals, through control and use of all agencies 
of propaganda, and through the application of 
11 force majeure*1! whereas in a democracy they are 
perpetuated through public opinion#3*
With this principle of democracy in mind, American 
educators are continuously striving to increase lay under* 
standing and participation in their schools*. In order 'that 
this objective may be realised, the schools must be inter* 
prated to the public# It is within this area that the;
present study Is conducted#/
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* II.* THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It Is the purpose of'Mam «mm« m muI'lim—MMw—«—m
this investigation Cl) to discover the present practices of 
Matthew Whaley High School in the areas of Instruction, 
promotion, discipline, homogeneous grouping, curriculum, 
Individual differences, marking, and public relations* 
and (2) to reveal the extent of Interpretation of these 
practices in the high school to parents in the school 
community who have children of high school age.
' B* 'teehlmm# Soclg& toterpretat'loii' (New ^
London: D. Appleton Century Company,^T§38T.r pV 38#
aImportance of the study, fhe educational literature 
previous- to the -early twenties has little reference to
interpretation* but If the attention this problem has 
-..received since that time may be taken as a criterion*
.the subject is rapidly coming to be recognised as one of 
major importance*
fhe principal basis for- the justification of this 
investigation Is the growing realisation that if public 
opinion is enlightened* the school will receive the support 
needed for necessary and continuous improvement*^ If* 
however* -the public is uninformed or misinformed, the 
improvement essential to educational progress is delayed, 
and the school may no longer serve the purposes for which 
it was created* Mow efficiently the school performs Its 
social function* and how- well the public understands and
%» W* Xheisen, ”Public Relations* (Walter S, Monroe* 
editor* Encyclopedia of Educational Research* revised edition* 
M m  TorkFlEF^laiElIlH OompSBJT^
(1) Ibid,
(2) SSeElman* op# pit#
13) Salmas F* WXI bvJ "Appraisal technique for 
Programs of Public Relational *1 (unpublished Sector*s dis­
sertation* -fho University of Pittsburgh* Pittsburgh* Pennsyl­
vania* 1043)#
(4) J. E* Crimnell* Interpreting the Public Schools 
(lew Torki ^he -Macmillan Comp iiw * 19 W)* 365 pp*
(5) Frederick T* Rope* "Opinion Conflict and School 
Support*-* (unpublished "Doctor1 s dissertation* feaofaers 
College* Contributions to Education* Ho* S3&* 'teachers' 
College* Columbia University* 1941)* 164 pp*
3appreciates the work of the school, depend to a large -degree 
upon the extent of interpretation of the school to the 
public# This study is concerned with the opinions of that 
part of the public which has much at stake in their schools » 
the parents* It Is hoped that -the study will be of value to 
the teachers., administrators* and supervisors associated with 
Matthew Whaley High School*
T1FT T\W&Y#Y#XM ft® fffftKi£ir|Si|r %fX? -^«3pLIS.5S
Social interpretation* throughout the report of this 
Investigation* 'the-tew %®ei.a! Interpretation” is to be 
considered as those processes. .{1} whereby the -school becomes 
informed of the conditions and needs of the community, and
(2) whereby the people .are continuously informed of the 
practices of the educational program of-the school*
Practices of Matthew Whaley 'High School*. "Practices 
of the high school” is interpreted In 'a limited sense* It 
refers to those bases for measuring the opinions of1'parents 
and teachers in these specific areasi
1* Instructions Direction or teaching methods, and 
the types of. knowledge, skills and attitudes imparted to 
pupils In the school*
2* Promotion; Permission for .students to move from 
one grade to the next*
3* Disciplines Maintaining conditions conducive to 
carrying out the school fs fmotion*
4* Homogeneous Grouping* Classification of pupils 
Into-similar .groups according-to intelligence, academic 
.success* or by some-, other classification^;
5* Curriculum?- All supervised educational expert** 
-.enees at the school*:
6* Individual differencest Provisions for meeting 
the' individual needs- and abilities of all students*
V* Markings Methods for recording and. reporting the 
progress of pupils in school activities*
8# Public Halationsi Keeping parents informed of 
the school*s activities and practices*
High school age* The tew ',fhigh school age” Is Inter* 
prated to mean, the chronological age that a child enters 
high school, until he reaches his eighteenth birthday* -The 
mean age of children entering Matthew Whaley High School is 
approximately fourteen years
xv. mnm&iL m m m xtm  mm la im T io is
The following is a description of the general 
procedure followed throughout the remainder of this study* 
Chapter IX describes In -detail the methods of collecting 
data*
The study is limited to the measurement of Inter* 
pretatioa for the year 19S0*
'^ Mean eighth grade at Matthew
Whaley High School In I960 was 13*8.
The. part of the community polled is determined 'by the 
residence of the parents with children of high school ‘age* 
;';ThIa includes; (!) residents within the Williamsburg City 
■-limits whose children attend - Matthew Whaley Public High^ 
'"School or some private schooland {2 ) residents outside the 
city ‘limits but who send their children to Matthew Whaley 
High School#
The extent to which the -parents were informed .-Of -the 
practices In Matthew Whaley High 'School was measured by a 
' .questionnaire survey#, identical questionnaires were "sent 
to the- staff at Matthew fhalay Slips School to discover5 the 
teachers* opinions In regard to educational practices-- 
selected by the investigator*, The criteria, to measure the 
extent that parents were informed of the practices In the 
high school were- derived from the combined' opinions of the 
teaching staff at the high school.*., The extent of inter** 
probation of these practices to the parents was measured in 
■■terms of the collective responses of the parents, .and .further 
analysed and compared on the basis of the parent *s relation* 
.ship to the child# educational attainment,, and whether the 
parents live inside or -outside the city limits*, Conclusions 
were drawn in light of the findings, and recommendations for 
further study were made#.,
. V. BBWTEB LITERATURE
There appear1 to- b# no' published studies concerned1
with or directly related to the problem of thia study; 
however* a wealth of material has been written on its 
periphery* Such studies deal with (1) that phase of inters 
.probation emphasising the- means of -keeping the public- .
t *
k.informed* end (B) criteria for evaluating the public" rela<* 
t’lons program* lo evidence- was found in the literature' which 
"was concerned with measuring the extent of interpretation 
that, might exist between a given school and its community#
v i. . avAmssm of oaaAimimow
fhe remaining portion of this investigation will be 
reported In the following manners
Chapter II is a description of how a. questionnaire 
was devised to measure the opinions both of the staff at 
the high school and the parents with children of high school 
age* Hie technique for establishing the validity of the 
questionnaires distributed Is described as well as how and 
why they were administered.
Chapter XIX is the presentation and analysis of the 
data. ; (i
Chapter XV presents a summary of the findings* Xhe 
remainder of the chapter is devoted to the conclusions and 
recommendations for further study In this field.
7CHAPTER II
m m m  of data
‘Sa© manner of collecting data was determined by the 
nafare of the problem, Sine© the problem deals with 
practices occurring at the high- school and the opinions 
■of- a segment of the non*school population concerning these 
practices* the method employed is primarily descriptive ♦
The particular technique need -was the normative survey* 
and the instrument, used to gather relevant information was 
the queationnatre *
fas tlflcatlon. of. th# dues tlounaire technique* In an 
effort to secure the data desired, a search was made throned 
available materials to determine whether relevant informa­
tion could be obtained by a method other than the use of a
■questionnaire*- Mb fanes statess
It Is easy-bo sit down In the quiet of one * a
study .and make out questions for someone else to
answer# But such a method is very wasteful of the 
time and energy of the, one to whom it is sent and 
is frequently wasteful of the time of the maker* 
for these questionnaires not Infrequently find 
their way Into the waste-paper basket * and many 
of them should,!
^^SOT^VIOneaT^hairmmi national Committee on • 
Base arch in Secondary Education* ”An -Outline of Methods of 
Research with -Suggestions for 'High -School 'Principals -and 
teachers.*11 United States Bureau of Education* Department
of lnterlor*^ulXet1S7,i:?S^ #*l,wCtlasHTn5T6nT^^T» ---
SEstei So*vSrBBSj^TfFlntIng Office, 1927)* p* 31*
aHowever* since alternative methods of collecting data appeal 
■to be invalid or impractical -to measure the extent of.:intent 
pr©tation of the school to the parents * the questionnair© 
beotaiqu# ■was ■used* loos concluded that only a negligible 
proportion- of the one hundred forty-three fundamental 
■questionnaire researches which he analysed could hate- used 
any other method of investigation*-®
fhe following is an integration of (1) studies 
exemplifying the questionnaire technique in general* and 
(0) studies exemplifying preferred methods of collecting 
opinions* First* the illustrative questionnaire 
investigations t Oounfis study of hoards of education 
presents one of the moat complete analyses of the makeup 
of school hoards mad# to 1950* and it raises a series' of 
fundamental questions concerning the composition of the 
school bosrdU^ this study also- states that *lfc would have 
been impractical to have undertaken this study except by 
questionnaire*
%eonard V*. Soos* the <|uestioisnalr# In Education 
(lew York! the Macmillan
^Por a discussion of Oount* s study* see Heaearch 
Bulletin of Vol.* 8, 1950, w'Qu#stionnaire"rn¥or Be”*or
to Bell pp* 1-51*
4Ibid., p. 3.2*
9Kooa*** Briggs#0 and many others too numerous to Hat 
have used the questionnaire extensively,,
Among the atndiea.. Hlnitrating' methods- of collecting 
opinions , PUckey^ found three preferred methods of evaluating 
public relatione programs * {1) opinions of professional 
employees# (2) opinions * of non^-beaching employees#, 'and 
tp)' opinions of individuals and groups in the district# ‘ In. 
■addition^ h© outlined four methods to determine the weaknesses 
of a public relation© program*- fhes© four weret Cl) comparison 
of the program with other districts# (2) opinions -of experts,
(3) community surveys#, .and (4) reactions from eitisens and 
organisations.-# &  a- comparable^ study#., lope summarises research 
methods# By describing, a study in - Pittsburgh# he shows how 
schools may ms# the technique of opinion polling*0
the development of a yalM and reliable questionnalre#- 
la preparing the - questionnaire#0 an attempt m m  made to 
adhere as closely .as possible to the .following gaidet
•ncffr it.ifTl-.i TB-irl,r.^ grort-rt---^ r--^  '^ ~^Tr
Publications .of the University of. Minnesota in BSucation,
¥ois# X a m  j3E# * ilmeapoils# linnesofai university of 
Minnesota Press# 19.2B*
%# H# Briggs# fhg. finior High School (Boston* Houghton
Mifflin Company# 1990 ...
M* Mickey# q$he ‘Direction of Public Relations in 
Cities of‘the United"States,9 (unpublished Doctor1 a disserts* 
tfom# The University of Pittsburgh# Pittsburgh# 1945).
Frederick f * lope# gg* eft*
%efer to copy of questionnaire# Appendix A# p# W*
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X* Ask only for data which respondents can and 
will give*
2* Make the instalment as brief as possible#
5* State questions 'Simply and clearly#
4* Answers should require -a minimum of writing.
5* Responses should lend themselves to tabulation*
6*' Questions 'should not expect an particular answer.
7. Use proper mechanical form.
8#,Organise the material in such a manner that one
question does not Influence the response of another* 
9. See that the questionnaire is adequately sponsored*
A pre-test to discover the validity and reliability of 
the questionnaire was carried out in the following manners 
(X) critical observation by two classes of graduate students 
and C&) planned interviews with a sampling of persons not 
primarily concerned with the problem* fhts sample included 
individuals from the major occupational levels as well as 
an equal representation of the sexes* fhe pre-test uncovered 
some errors of ambiguity which were adjusted for the final 
draft of the questionnaire*’
Administration of the questionnaire* tEhe question­
naires used for collecting data fall into two main categories; 
U) questionnaires to the teaching staff at the high school* 
and (2) questionnaires to parents*
4 ^OXasae^ " ^  QoXXsge of William
and Mary* Williamsburg, Virginia* 1980-51.
11
I. Part of a faculty meet lug at Matthew Whaley High 
School was made available to orient the teaching staff to 
the problem 1n general and to. the .questionnaire in particular# 
After a general introduction to the problem# the staff was 
requested to answer the questionnaires individually# and 
upon completion# to return them to the high school 
principalis office...
the' questionnaire was administered to ■ the entire 
faculty of Matthew Whaley High School in order to determine 
what the present practices in the school were# by discover­
ing the present practices* a- criteria was established against 
which parental opinions could be compared#
2* the problem involves the opinions of parents 
living in the school community who have children of high 
school- age#, the school community- represents those parents 
who live both inside and outside the city limits of Williams­
burg and whose children attend Matthew Whaley High School# 
fhe names and addresses of these parents or guardians were 
obtained from the following sources $
Ca) The 1960 School Census Report for the 01 ty 
of Williamsburg# (For names and addresses of parents 
inside the city limits whose children attend Matthew 
Whaley High School or private institutions#)
(b) The individual class roles of the teachers 
at Matthew Whaley High School for grades eight
12
through twelve# (For names. and addresses of parents 
living outside the city limits whose children 
attend Matthew Whaley High School.)
the questionnaire was mailed or delivered to parents 
with a self-addressed stamped envelope enclosed* Included 
also was a brief letter^ intended to (1) introduce the 
investigator to the. parent * (2) familiarise the parent with 
the problem* and (3) point out the possible advantages to 
parents* the school and community at large of understanding 
the extent of existing interpretation# fwo weeks following, 
the mailing date* post cards were sent to those parents 
whose questionnaires had not been returned# A week later* 
when forty-©ight per cent of the questionnaires were still 
outstanding* the following steps were taken in an effort to 
increase the proportion of returnsi First* the telephone 
numbers of a few parents* representing both residents inside 
and outside the city limits* were listed#, these individuals 
were called in order to determine why the questionnaire had
not been returned* it was learned that the delay was due to*
two main causes ** either the parents had not found sufficient 
time to answer the questionnaire, or it had been misplaced# 
Other less frequent causes ranged from *1 have no comments to 
make*11 or "My children go to private school and X therefore 
do not feel qualified to comment*" to "It1© already in the
Appendix B* p* SI#
mail*" A second questionnaire was mailed to those who had. 
lost--the original copy* the investigator made personal, 
visits'to approximately fifty others# - "the purpose of these 
Visits was':to make available a seoohd/questionnaire If'" the 
first had been lost* and to urge those who still had- their 
original copies to return them at their earliest convenience* 
After a period or two more weeks had elapsed* sixty per cent 
of the questionnaires had been returned#
Procedure for presenting the data* Chapter III Is
I <■!»! mo . . — .,... »1».|>.IH I|I[..|,.I||. n u n  tm . Mi ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■ »  # ^i*i»tr«.| « » ti « M ^ P W ll|II W ' W I I«l» iW i D i l l  « « ■»'» lj<l» « » > nri«.»M!i>l<»] * *
devoted to the presentation of the data* this data is 
presented in the following mannert
1# .An account Is. given of the number of questionnaires 
sent or delivered to- parents -.and teachers* fhe number of 
quastionnaires returned* and the- usable portion of those 
returned is presented*.
2m fhe individual statements on the questiannalres 
sent to the teachers and parents were' class if led under the 
type of practices they represented* Seventy bar graphs were 
then dram to help describe the comparison of parent 
responses with those of the teaching staff at Matthew 
Whaley High School*
3* fh# parental responses were then classified into 
the following groups and compared with the responses of 
the teachersi
•Besldenco Parents' living Inside - the city limits* . Parents living outside the city limits*
. .Relationship: ^ Mother of the child* Father of the child*
Educational 
level t
Elementary* 
M g h . School* 
College* 
■draduate*-
To facilitate the presentation of this data* each of 
the .thirty-five statement© on the questionnaire was ..classified 
-.and grouped, under one of the eight practices it represented*
The mean per cents of responses both of the teachers -and 
parents to these classified statements were then compared 
and analysed* The choice of the mean as a measure of central 
tendency was based upon (1) the desire to give all of the respond­
ents equal weight in determining central tendency* and (2) the 
reliability of the mean m  a measure of central tendency*13 
Since each group of parental and teacher responses la 
treated collectively and the responses are not weighted accord­
ing to their positive or negative nature©f the generalisations 
which are drawn from the classified parental responses are 
limited to comparisons with the teachers1 responses -and- with 
each other* The mean responses do not and are not meant to 
.reflect any patterns in reference to the practices*
l^The responses of the eight guardians were distributed 
according to their ©ex under father or mother to facilitate 
this classification*
l^Henry B* Garrett # Statistics In Psychology and 
Education* third edition |ifew^ Yorki'“Xongm'ah^s, Ween and 
Company, 1947}, p. 45*
m m M m m t m  m  the m m
According to the findings of the B.B.&, ^  the mean 
questionnaire return that can 0© expected on a normative 
survey investigation is 60«1 per cent*, This figure is 
based oni
X* The originator of the questionnaires
foliage professor er student -i 60,4 per cent
2. Month of' issuancei
January 1 59.0 per cent
3* ttaber of itemsi
Thirty be forty • {thirty-five} % 61*0 per eent
Accounting- for the qua at ionmlres». The following
presents the number of questionnaires delivered to the 
parents- in the school community and. be the teachers from 
Matthew iShaXey High School and the percentages of those 
questionnaires returned by the parents and teacherss
1. The seventeen questionnaires delivered to the 
entire teaching staff at the high school were all returned 
completed few*
2* A gross total of 2.S5 questionnaires were mailed
Research Division, ^fhe Questionnaire,1* 
Research Bulletin Ho* 8# I960, pp. 1-51,
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or delivered to the parents ♦ Forty-nine of those returned 
were discounted for various reasons {see fahl# X)# leaving 
a net total of 624 quos tionn&lrss distributed to parents*'
One hundred sixteen of -the questionnaires mailed or delivered 
to. parents were returned* the return was sixty per eent of 
the net total*
fmrn -1
PlSfKIBOTXOBA» EBTtM OF £H3E 
QBESt X0M41HE f0 FAHBHfS
Oross total questionnaires mailed; or delivered.
to parents * * * * * * ■* * ♦....* * * *. .* * « . * * * * * 366'
c&estiem&lros disoounte&t
Uspli oates *. * ■* # * .*■ * * * * * *  * * * * 4
Far onto who had moved from 'the
school communi ty *  *  , c  *  * .  *  •  * *> , * .  * *10
Parents who had no children in school*. * *15
'Wot valid * parents expressed, opinions.
.regarding' the- private schools their 
children were attending' * * * * * * * * 2
Parents who returned their questionnaires 
unanswered*- having no comments to- make,*16
49
Wet total, questionnaires mailed or delivered
to parents' * * * * ♦ * * * * * *  v * * * * * * * ,  * 264
total questionnaires .answered and returned. * « * * * ■* * 116
££.* f BA0HER AID PABBHf KBSFOHSES TO TMB
qTOSfXOMAIHB
Statement Is Bright and dull students attend. classes 
■together.-
Teaoher Responses
JL
is*
Parent Responsea 
AA : . .. .......
Is
«*? t^JrC J2$- -I*
Both teacher and parental responses Indicated that 
bright and dull; students do attend classes together -at 
Matthew lhaley High School* line by ~ four per cent of the 
teachers -answered in the affirmative*^ with seventy**six \
per cent indicating that this was the' practice in almost all 
cases* Parental response was affirmative to almost as great 
a degree* with sixty-#six per cent of the opinion that students 
of varying abilities attended classes together at the high
%'Key to Or&phef , AA ~ Almost Always* P - Frequently* 
S * Seldom, M * Never* BE #* Bonf t Know.
c
&T® facilitate the readability of this chapter* the 
word "affirmative,f Is interpreted to mean the response was 
either "almost always," "frequently," or both*
school*:' Bo negative^ responses were recorded %  the teachers 
or parents p however, sixteen per cent of the parents were 
unfamiliar with, the practice concerning how the pupils are 
grouped at the high school* or the?- had. no comment to' make* 
Fifty per'cent of the group that indicated "don’t know1' were 
parents whose children attend private school. Hires and sis 
per eeatvof parents and teachers respectively expressed the 
opinion <■ that bright and dull students "seldom" -attend classes 
together at the high .school#.
Statement 22s Glasses are separated into groups of slow and
fast learners*
teacher Responses
5$ mg mi izi
Parent Responses
. . — . . . a:. . . . ,. . . . ....A *at_. .
log mg mg si;% sog
wtrnm 2
ii3s'.ty»four per cent' of the teachers stated ’that 
students are "seldom1* separated into groups of slow and fast 
learners, while eighteen per cent indicated that no dif­
ferentiation in grouping is made between students according
 .
§hs word "negative11 is used as synonomous with
"never."
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to learning ability* Fewer parents {twenty weight per cent 
.lege) expressed the opinion that this was "seldom" the case? 
however, twenty ~ono per cent, or three per sent more -parents 
than teachers, Indicated that classes are not separated into 
groups of slow and fast learners*; Expressing affirmative ' 
opinions* six per cent of the teachers as compared to twenty- 
three per cent- of-the parents 'indicated that classes were 
separated Into groups of .slow and fast learners.* twelve per’ 
cent,of the teachers registered 1ldonft know," while twenty 
per cent of the parents recorded a like response# Here again, 
a^iarge segment of the per cent of t*dontt taow^e*1 were 
registered by those parents with children attending private 
schools*
Statement' 20% k .student is kept with his--own-age group
through his high, school days.*
teacher Responses
M  F
’ 59$ 43.$
Parent Responses 
AA . '9 S E DE
59$ 30$ 8$ 6% 17$
vmvm. 3
One hundred per cent of the teachers responded in the 
affirmative to the statement that "a student is kept with 
his own age group throughout his high school days •" Fifty- 
nlne per cent of the teachers stated that this is "almost
malways** true* while fortywone per cent indicated that It 
■was flfrecently1* the pr&otl'm in the high school, Parental 
opinion was similar to* the teacher responses* hut the , 
parents registered ■■fewer affirmative responses* Seventy 
seven per cent (the w  of ^almost always*n ^freqmentlytT and 
%eMom*r) -of the parents indicated, that ah effort is made to 
■keep students with their own age group*. Howeverf eight per 
cent of -the-■ sovanty*seven expressed the opinion that'this 
was ,f seldom" a practice- at the high school# Six per cent of 
' the parent respondents indicated that this ■ was- r*never,t' th# 
practice in the high -school* while the teachers had no such 
negative opinion concerning the practice*
dreup 111 fromotlonal. fractlces
Statement ti Students are promoted' at the -end of each year
regardless af whether --their school work is 
good* -had or indifferent*,
„ At , F
teacher Responses
a . . m  .
12% 1 0 1 0
Parent'- Responses 
AA y . 0 , . . H PK
1 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0
FMHtB €
Fifty** eight per cent of the teachers at the high, 
school indicated that students were "seldom* promoted when
their work was bad or indifferent* However, thirty par cent 
{sum of "almost always11 and "frequently”) stated that this 
practice did occur at the high school# twelve per cent of 
this group indicated that in almost every case students were 
kept with their own age group regardless of their academic 
success* Parental response was similar to that of the teach­
ing staff except for twenty^two per cent of the parents who 
were of the opinion that students were Itiever" promoted at the 
of the year if their school work is bad or Indifferent#
Statement 0s The student must master the required subjects
or repeat the subjects*
Teacher Responses
§ m
52# 6# 24# 18#
Parent Responses
F B N m
88# 12# 9^ 19#
w m m u  &
Fifty-two and fiftyreight per cent of the teachers 
and parents respectively cheeked this practice as occurring 
"almost always" in the high school* However, twenty-four per 
cent of the teachers registered the opinion that if the 
student did not master the required subjects he was "seldom1* 
required to repeat these subjects# Only nine per cent of the 
parent© responded that this was "seldom" the case, while two
22
per'cent indicated that repetition of the subject was not. 
mandatory*, Approximately the 'sot# per cents (eighteen and 
nineteen) of parents and teachers stated that they did not 
know what the practice at the school was- In this area*
Statement 32: An exceptionally bright child may skip a grad#
if he is ahead of his own age group*
Weaeher Responses
m g
"Mr
4&j£
farent Responses
Jl
105?
•S-
m g
•ss-
F i w  6
Parent and teacher responses to the practice• concern** 
ing Aether or not the exceptionally bright child may skip 
a grade If he Is ahead of M s  c m  age group were widely 
spread*. Forty-one per' cent of the teachers did not know 
■what the practice of the school was' In this 'area# while 
thirty-two per cent of 'the parents indicated “don*t know** 
concerning the practice* She remainder of the teachers 
indicated, that this was the practice In. the school* Fifty-. 
three per cent of the teachers indicated that in almost ©wary 
case where the child was exceptionally bright he is allowed 
to skip a grade* fhlrty-elx per cent of the parents* on the 
other hand* indicated that' this was 11 almost always” the
mpractice* and a slightly smaller group -(thirty par cent} 
expressed 'the opinion that the practice occurred ^frequently1* 
in' the' high school* duly eleven per cent of the parents 
believed that exceptionally bright students were s^eldom** 
allowed to skip a grade which would remove them one or more 
times from their own age group*
droup X1I| Discipline frsetleea
Statement fit If the student misbehaves * discipline follows
immediately*
feaeher Hesponsea
41$ m i
1 •■1,1 y"»..
12$
Parent leeponses
' J ' r 4fA ■ ■ ' ’ - ■* ' ■ ■ .w r _^». ....:...pX...
43$ ■23$
M WWMU 4UiWlw«-JU&m
14$ 20$
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twenty per cent of the parents did not know what the 
practice of the high school was concerning children who 
misbehave, while on the other hand all of the teachers 
indicated to some degree that discipline did take place 
immediately after, the students misbehaves*, Eighty ~Clght per 
cent of the teachers responded in the affirmative, while 
twelve per cent believed that discipline ^seldom1* followed 
immediately* A majority of the parents, also stated that
mdiscipline .followed immediately,, with sixty-si# pen cent 
recording affirmative answers#
Statement 6s Discipline is harsh at Matthew Whaley 
‘ High School#
teacher Responses
W »| t i l.,. n„;,l.
665? m i
Parent Responses
M?# ■#-
12%if m it
I * . * . ! * . , . . *
f IStmE 8
Sixty*?ive per cent of the teachers stated that there 
was "seldom” harsh discipline at the high school, hut fifty* 
one per cent of these teachers qualified their choice (seldom) 
by stating that such cases of harsh discipline occurred 
infrequently, and harsh discipline is not in accord with the 
philosophy of the school* fhe remaining portion of the 
teachers reported that harsh discipline was "newer1* practiced 
in the high school# in comparison with the teacher responses, 
thirty-eight per cent of the parents believed that harsh 
discipline practices "seldom" occurred, while a majority of 
the parents were of the opinion that there is "never" harsh 
discipline In the high school* A negligible number of 
parents (two per cent) said that harsh discipline was 
"frequently" practiced, and ox© per cent indicated that this
was walmost always” the practice. The remainder of the 
parental group was, mot familiar with this particular practice 
or els# they made no comment.
Statement 12t Students are allowed to do what ■ they please#
■TeaChgr Responses
24$ 40$ 24$ 12$
JM U * Jt. - * ,  *...,4. J L J
^ Parent Responses
Mu F ■ W
9$ 35$ 23$ 14$
K„. A,
21$
V&Tf&WRtH a j? jllt yitiii y
Twenty** four per' cent of th#' teachers reported that 
students were M frequently” -allowed to do what they pleas# In 
the high school.- Almost twice the per cent of parents 
(forty-two per cent) said that this was th# practice of the 
high school# While nine per cent of this group expressed the 
opinion that this was th# practice in 'almost every case#
The majority of teacher responses indicated that this was 
”seldom” the practice of /the high school, while fourteen per 
cent recorded entirely negative answers to the statement above. 
Eighteen per cent of the parents did not know what the practice 
at the high school was# while three per cent more of th© 
teachers did not know the school1# policy in this area.
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Ciroup' Iff ■ larking Fr&etloes
Statement 4.1 (Ira&es (marks} are given according to the
: amount of subject matter learned*.
feaeher Responses 
aa f b n m
535? 18$ %2% 13% 6%
Parent Responses
a* .•.■■•' . ■■■■... s .» m
505? 175? 9% 0 19%
w w m m  10
ihe majority of both the teacher .and parent responses, 
indicated that the grades given at the high school are 
f* almost always” a good indication of how much subject matter 
is learned* A similar group of parents and teachers*, 
seventeen and eighteen per cent, respectively*, said that the 
statement is ^frequently11 true of the marking ppaCti.ee* On 
the other hard* nineteen per cent, of the parents indicated 
they did. not 'know what the-grades represented*- while only 
six per cent of the teaching staff checked ttdon*t know*1* 
this six. per cent of the teachers commented that they did not 
feel they could express a valid opinion* since they were new 
teachers in the school# twelve per cent of the teachers 
indicated that grades given at Matthew Whaley High School 
were ^seldom*1 a good index of how much subject matter had 
been mastered* while the remaining twelve per cent said,that 
grades were ^never*1 a good indication of how much subject
matter had been learned* A similar proportion of parents 
'■'agreed with the teachers that marks given at the high school 
were "seldom" given1 according to the amount of subject 
matter learned* and another 'five, per cent stated' that 'grades 
are "never" given on the basis of the mount of 'subject 
.matter learned#
j
Statement 7i ®he report to parents (of grades) gives-'a good
picture - of how well the pupil is doing- in 
school#
JPe&cher Responses ^
29%
„ Parent Responses _&& W a * m.
60% 16% 10% 5%
FlftlRE 11
The teacher responses were entirely affirmative, with 
seventy^one per cent, of the respondents indicating that in 
almost every case the report to parents was indicative of 
the childfs progress in school*... ( Seventy~sl3t per cent of the 
parents agreed that the reports received by them* as the 
teachers Indicated, gave a "good picturetf of taeir children's 
progress in the high school-* However, ten per cent of the 
parents replied that the reports were "seldom" a valid 
measurement of their child*s progress’in school, while another 
five per cent stated that the reports "never" .gave a "good
picture* Approximately one~tenth of the parents did not 
know whether the- reports were a' good dr' poor' Indication of
pupil progress in the high schools.
Statement 15? 3?he pupil'*s progress in school, is shown by
the grades he gets*
teacher Bespouses
m  _ _ _ _ _  . r  , s
41$ 41$ 18$
Parent Beaponses 
AA .  F . B M m
68$ 21$ ,7$ Ii 12$
9im$m 12
Eighty^two per cent of the teachers indicated that 
pupil progress is shown, by the, grades, of the psp.ll* .Almost
as many parents expressed the’ same opinion as that stated by
•¥
the teachers-* However* eighteen per cent of the teachers 
differentiated between Statement *$ and the one under discus* 
sion by commenting that ,#the grad# itself is Just on# 
indication of pupil progress * ” therefore the entire progress 
of the child is "seldom” shown by the. grades fae^ gets* Only 
seven per cent of the parents registered the opinion that 
pupil progress was '‘seldom” shown by the grades of the 
student* fwo per cent said this was "never” tame# while 
twelve per cent did not know whether grades showed pupil 
progress*
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Statement 28s The chief purpose of giving- marks {grading)
is to create competition among students*
Teacher Responses 
8 ....... a
39# *n&
Parent Responses
Ak W B . . . 1, . BK
$ 10$ 20%
FIGURE 1$
Sevenby<*one per cent of the teaching staff at the high 
school stated that it .was .“neww* the chief practice of the 
school 'to give marks to create -competition among students*
The remaining teachers (twenty-nine per cent) said that it 
was “seldom* the chief practice of the school* hut qualified 
their answer by pointing out that some competition is created 
regardless of the objectives of the marking program* Sixty-* 
seven per cent of the parents were in agreement with the 
statements made by the teachers 3 however, fifteen per cent 
of the parents {sum of * almost always* and * frequently*) were 
of the opinion that the chief purpose of giving -grades was to 
stimulate the students to do better than their classmates. 
Eighteen per cent of the parents did not know whether this 
was a practice of the school*
0roup' Individual Differences Praette m
Statement 9t The courses offered at the high school are
■a-'real challenge to the student1 s. ability*
foacher Responses
1 ’....  ’ ...JUt ' *. V r..V ;, ■ . 1 ___  ..ffi .. ■,.
59^ 41$
Parent Responses
S H . BE
59$ 30$ 10$ 5? X6J?
FX0TOB 14
fee hundred per cent of ’the teachers indicated that 
it was definitely a practice in the school to challenge 
students1' abilities. Fifteen per cent of the parents were 
of the opinion that the courses offered were *seldom” a 
challenge to. the student1^  ability# Sixty-nine per cent, 
however agreed with the, teachers who Indicated that the 
courses were a 1 real challenge11 to the students* The remain*- 
lag group of parents (sixteen per cent) checked this state* 
meat on the questionnaire n&on*t know*11
'Statement 101 Students do what they are interested in doing#
and are not. forced to study the three Bis 
-treading#- writing# and arithmetic) •
fe&eher Responses
AA F .... . S. . 1  . . BE
isyf 12$ 26$ 24$ 24$
Parent Responses
AA . . F .   ft . . E .... . BE
23$ 23$ 17$ 18$ 31$
JM
pmmm m
Both teacher -and parent responses were evenly scat­
tered between and including the two extremes* fwenty-four 
per cent of the teachers were of the opinion that students 
are not "forced to study the three H’s# ” hut are allowed to 
do what they are .interested to doing*, to equal proportion of 
teachers# however# said that this practice is non-existent to 
the high school* Sixteen per cent of the parents also 
indicated "never" to answer to the question* At the other 
extreme # forty-six per cent of the parents agreed with the 
teachers that the statement described one of the practices 
that occurred In the high school# Eleven per cent- more 
teachers than parents reported that the practice Is "seldom* 
found in the school,# while an approximately equal number of 
teachers and parents either did not know what the practice 
was# or did not express an opinion#
$3
Statement 18s: fh©' teachers decide what the children are to
le&m*
AA
j>
Teacher Responses
S.DK
30$ 68$ 6$ 6$
¥ars®b B m p ® m m  '
, F- ■, . ; S M BE
33$ 39$ 13$ 3? 31$
VTAfWJtt ' 1 & IT 4»\f yISJa Xv
fhe majority of the parents were in agreement with the 
teachers, who indicated that teachers “almost always“ or 
“ frequent lyt? decided what to teach the students# thirteen 
per cent of the parents indicated that the teachers ‘“seldom1* 
decide what is to be taught, while four per cent responded 
“newer** to the statement# Six per cent of the teachers said 
that they “seldom1* decide what the children are to learn, 
while another six per cent were not familiar with the practice 
at the school in this area* Eleven per cent more parents 
than teachers did not imow what the practice of the school 
was in reference to determining learning experiences for 
individual students*
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Statement 21* Pupils and teachers together plan what the 
student a will study.*
teacher Responses
24$
s.
6$
Parent Responses
37$ 28$ 14$ 4% 17fS
fsotrb it
Almost the entire teaching staff in the high school 
responded in- the affirmative to the statement*, while the 
remaining six per' cent indicated that they and the pupils 
“seldom1 planned the pupil1© program together* thirteen per 
cent more parents than teachers reported that there was 
“almost always* cooperation between the student and the 
teacher in planning programs * while forty**two per cent less 
parents than teachers said that this practice occurred 
“frequently* “ Four per cent of the parents responded 
negatively to the statement and mother seventeen per cent
i
said that they did not know whether the child'*© program was 
planned in cooperation with the teacher or whether the 
program was set 'tip without consulting the student* Seventeen 
per cent of the parents said they did not know how the 
student*s program was planned*
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Statement 26* The students decide what subjects they want
■to study*
feeeher Responses 
M  W $ "m
4*7$? 6%
Parent Responses 
F J  . II - ,03£.
5SJ?
2
% 14?S
f WWIM IB
Eighty weight per cent of the teachers at the high 
school stated that students select the subjects that they 
wish to study# fhe remaining group was split evenly, with 
six per cent indicating that students- ^seldom1* select their'' 
own subjects for studyt and six per cent marking ?idon?t know*1 
due to' 'UntamiliaPiiy with this practice# fhe parents 
registering affirmative opinions were in the majority! 
'however, twice as many parents as teachers were of the 
opinion that the students ^seldom" had anything to do with 
the choice of subjects-#- Two per cent of the parental group 
said that pupils %everw • choose their own subjects# The 
remaining six per cent of the parents checked ^don*1 know#11
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Statement 30 s Th® courses that pap 11s study at Matthew 
Whaley High School arc too easy,*.
P
f eschar^ Responses
B
0
JtUUfc.
82$? 12/?
AA I*
Parent Responses
8 H
1 15$? 15$? 20$?
■ FIGURE 19
Blghtjr-two per cent of the teachers reported that
5 • r. ' -
courses wore "seldom" too easy for the students# and twelve 
per cant said this was "nevertf the ease* the remaining 
minority registered the belief that courses "frequently1* were 
too easy:# the parental opinions were somewhat more evenly 
distributed? however# the majority of parents * as did the 
majority of teachers * stated that the courses were "seldom" 
too easy for the pupils* Eighteen per cent agreed with the 
statement#, with three per cent of this group of the opinion, 
that -this is "almost always" the practice in the' high school# 
Fifteen per cent disagreed with the statement entirely* She 
remaining twenty per cent did not know whether the courses 
were too easy for the students#
Statement 553 Hie students decide what they want'to study
each subject area?
F
feaeher Responses m
03$ 30$ 12$
A>A,
Parent Responses
irt r*F 3
I
n m
as# 35# 18# 6# 28#
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4 slight majority (fifty~three per cent) of the'teach 
ing staff stated that the students ^frequently**.decide what 
to study in each subject area* A sizable minority reported 
that th© pupils 11 seldom*1 decide what'the content of their 
courses will be*, 'the remaining twelve per cent indicated 
that they did not know what the practice in the school was* 
The parental responses- were similar to those of the teaching 
staff with the exception of an-increased percentage of 
responses on the two extremes* thirteen per cent were of 
opinion that In. almost ©very case the students decided what 
they want to study In each subject area* However* twenty** 
eight per cent of the parents did not know what the practice 
of the school was in reference to who selects the materials 
studied in each course*
m&*&&&' VUi lastmotloral ■ Ffraetlecs,
Statement 3i fhe school require a too much homework*
teacher Responses
F  . ................................  A ....... ... ..... .................. . .... ..... . **.. tvt?*
:■ , W . , . 0% 0$
M  E
Farent Responses
20% 48$ 19$ 9J?
w m m ®  2i
Eighty ~two per cent of the teachers reported that they 
"seldom" give too much homework* Six per cent stated that 
this Is a. frequent practice -of the staff* while another six 
per-cent indicated, that this was "never11 true-*. One teacher 
was unfamiliar with the practice -and- therefore marked l?don# t 
know*1* Parental opinion deviated' to- some extent* with twenty* 
four per cent of the opinion, that the .school requires too 
much homework -of' 'its students* Four per cent of this .group 
s tated that this -was- 1 almost always11 the practice of the 
staff*. However* three times.' more, parents than teachers said 
that the -staff "never** assigned too 'much homework to the 
students*, A slightly greater per cent of parents than 
teachers did not know -what the practice of the school was 
in regard to assigning homework*
mStatement 11s Students are taught responsibility*
'Teacher Responses 
AA P 3
415? 47^ L2%
'Parent Responses 
MA F S DR
545? 225? 135? 115?
'ii
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Eighty~efght per cent of the teachers responded 
affirmatively to this statement* while only twelve per cent 
reported that students were ”seldom” taught responsibility 
in the high school* Almost as great a per cent of parents as 
teachers (seventy-six per cent) indicated that the statement 
represented a time instructional practice of the high school* 
Parental response was also more emphatic than that of the 
teachers, since the majority of their answers were as 
affirmative as the provisions of the questionnaire allowed* 
fhe majority of teachers stated that responsibility was taught 
^frequently* n Eleven per cent of the parents said they did 
not know whether the school taught responsibility* while all 
of the teachers expressed some opinion*
Statement Ml The amount of <3*111 necessary to master the
three R*s la sufficient at the high school.
aa * » * » ■ “  s m
40$ 24$ 18$ : 18$
Pai’Sxit Responses ■
AA ' P' S H ■»*
28$ 16$ 20$ 8$ 28$
FIGURE 29
Forty per coat of the teachers indicated that 
provisions for mastering the rudiments of education were 
“almost always11 adequate at the high school# However* 
another large- group of teachers (thirty-six per cent) were 
equally divided# Half of this group said that there was 
“seldom** enough drill necessary to master the three E*s, 
while the other half did not- imow whether there was enough 
drill# The remaining twenty-four per cent of teachers 
reported that there was “frequently11 enough, drill to meet 
these haste needs of the students* Parental returns were 
also scattered. Fifty-six per cent of the parents divided 
their responses equally* with twenty-eight per cent of the 
opinion that the amount of drill was “almost always1* suffici­
ent# 'while the other twenty-eight per cent did not know- 
whether the amount of drill was sufficient* toother sixteen 
per cent stated that there was “frequently** enough drill*
40
while twenty per cent -said that ‘the amount of drill was 
"seldom” sufficient. The remaining eight per cent
registered a negative reply to the .statement#.
Statement 26? Students. are taught what to think#
Teacher Responses
¥, 24$ 52$ 12$ 5$
.Parent Response#
2$ 14$ 21$ 20$ 34$
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A slight majority of teachers., (fifty-two per cent.) 
stated that students are "seldom" taught what to think. The 
remaining responses were well scattered* with a slightly higher 
per cent of these responses' on the affirmative side#- However.#; 
twelve per cent of the teachers said that students are "never" 
taught what to think#- Twenty **one per cent of the parents were 
of the opinion that the school "seldom" teaches their children 
what to 'think# while another twenty per cent replied that 
their children are "never" taught what to think* The remain*
■n‘-
Ing responses were scattered In a similar fashion# as were 
those of the teaching' staff# except for a rather large group- 
{thirty~four per cent) which did not know what the practice 
in the school was in regard to the above statement*
Statement 131 - Students are taught what Is worth thinking
about*
feaeher Responses
185? 185?
Parent Responses
AA 1 F . ’' ..
495? 235? ¥/? $ 185?
( i s
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Eighty*two per cent of the teachers reported that the 
students .are taught **what la worth thinking about.*” 'fhe majors 
ity of parental .opinion was In agreement .with that of the 
teachers § with seirent^  per cent registering affirmative replies 
to .Statement 13* However* nine per cent said that students are 
"seldom” taught to think- in worth-while channels* while a 
negligible number (one per cent) stated that this was "never” 
the practice of the high school*. Eighteen per cent of the. 
parents and teachers, did not .know what.the practice of the 
school was in this area*
Statement 14s Students are taught how to think*
'Teacher Responses
135?
Farent Responses
— . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . .Aa.:............ w ... .. ...... m... me..
45$ 255? 13J? 65?
JUU
185?
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mEighty^eight- and 8 events per cent of the teachers and 
parents respectively stated that'students are taught how to 
think at the high school.* twelve per cent of the parents 
were In agreement with an identical ’ group of teachers, who
> ’ * * i % • A, « * ♦ k * * * •> ' ' •■ *
responded that the children are ^seldom" taught any method 
of objective thinking* Sim per cent of the parents were of 
the opinion that students are *»ever* taught how to thinks 
while no negative responses were registered by the teaching 
staff*' The remaining twelve per cent of the parents did not 
know whether Statement 14 was a practice in the’ school*
CIroup. IfXI* Ourrioulum .fractlces
Statement 17s Students learn to get along sociallyi
teacher Responses
*?£$ 5056
Parent Responses
......... m  w  $ m
7556 1656 :k  856
FIGURE 07
A high degree of affirmative responses were registered 
by both the teaching staff at the high school and the parents* 
One hundred per cent of the teachers stated that students 
learn to get along socially at the high school* Seventy per 
cent of this group said that this was true in almost all
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instances* Five per cent more parents than teachers -'Stated 
that 'this was ** almost always-1* the cases however* one per 
cent #atd .that students wseldom11 learn. to get ’along socially 
at -the high '.school* fhe remaining eight per cent of' the 
parents did .hot too# whether students learned how -to- get 
along socially* fhis group of parents haw no children 
attending Matthew Whaley High School*
Statement 19$ Students are taught the, three IPs*
feacher HespOBses 
■ M  f
63$ 3S$ 3$
Parent Responses
M. ; . , . w ■ • •; ft H JSE
44$ 16$ 19$ 4 17$
oilJ? 4fWUiiJ2^ 5^c3
Eighty^eight per cent of the teachers replied that the 
school teaches the basic Itoidamentalet' with the remaining, 
twelve per. cent split evenly* Six per cent- indicated, that 
the three K*s -are "seldom*1 taught* while the remainder did not 
toow what the practice of. the school was in regard to this 
practice* fhe majority of the parents: were also’Of the 
opinion that the three H:fs ..were taught in the high school* 
Nineteen per cent stated that the three R*s were ^seldom11 
taught,# and another four per cent answered entirely is* the 
negative* Eleven per cent .more parents than teachers reported
that they did not 'know - what the practice of the. school was* 
Forty per- 'cent of this latter 'group' suggested, that. "the 
■three E ls 'should'hare he an mastered by - the students before 
they had'matriculated from- the elementary school*11
Statement 23 s The high school does a good Job of preparing
for College ■ those children who haw the. 
ability#
teacher Responses 
M F . DU
825? ' 12# 6#
Parent Responses ^
AA P » H X>K
48# 24# 16# f: .12#
wtmm. m
Ninety^four per cent of the' teachers responded in the 
affirmative to this statement*: with the remaining six per 
cent recording ffdon*t know* ** Rarental opinion was regis­
tered in the same vein as that of. the teaching staff# but 
their responses were somewhat more scattered* Eighteen per 
cent of the parents disagreed with the teachers# with sixteen 
per cent of this group of the opinion that the school "seldom11 
does a competent job of preparing students who have the 
ability for college* The other three per cent indicated that 
capable students were "never” prepared for college. The 
remaining twelve per cent of the parents did not know 
whether the school prepared for college those students with 
the ability*
4$
Statement 27s The school prepares the students for jobs
Teacher Responses
11 M'- ' i r  ' & . m
41% HQ0 - :m  ■
, ,-,r,« * « * . » # , i A w g ^ i A w
M
Parent Responses
" -IF ' 1 S BE
SCgf- 9%
w mmm m
About three ^fourths of the teachers' stated that 
''graduates of the high school were prepared, for Jobs* Eighteen 
per---cent recorded a- less favorable reaction* recording-that 
the -school ^seldom^ 'prepared, its pupils for- a vocation* toe 
teacher was. unfamiliar .with .the school ■ curriculum-and there- 
fore responded ^don*1 know*” 'toe per cent less of the 
■parents than teachers responded affirmatively to the state** 
meat* Parental response revealed a smaller proportion of 
-^ almost always1* opinions than, that of the teachers* with 
more stating that the statement was ” frequently” true of 
the high school* to the negative side, only half the number 
of parents as teachers responded that the school ” seldom” 
prepared its students for Jobe* The remaining sixteen per 
cent did not know whether the school prepared the students 
for jobs*.
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Statement 291 Sex education is taught in ail grades In the
high school as tfee need wises*
AA
Teacher Responses
29$ 47$ 12$ 12$
M F
Parent Responses 
S H m
*05 18$ less 2% 46$
1? Avf Uitft 'OJL
Seventy-six per cent of the teachers responded' affirma­
tively to this statement* while only twenty^nine per cent of 
the parents agreed that sex education is taught in all grades 
of the high school as the need arises* A similar percentage 
of teachers and parents were of the opinion that the- statement 
was: ^seldom® true of the high school* However, forty~six per 
cent of the parents replied ®doi&H knew® in regard to the 
teaching of ©ex education in the high school;* while only twelve 
per cent of the teachers expressed no opinion due to their un- 
familiarity with the school*© practice In this area*-
Statement 311 Students are taught a sufficient amount of
organized knowledge*
Teacher Responses
53$ 295? 10$
Parent Responses
. ....AA___. .....JL...... 2-.H .. DR....
36$
4 .i,t
30$ 11$ -5? 225?
FIOTRB m
Bights two par cent of' the teaching staff- reported . 
that students were taught a sufficient amount - of organised 
knowledge $> with fifty-three per pent of this group stating- 
that this -is. ^almost always1* the practice of the school* 
the remaining eighteen per oent. responded 1tdonft know* ” 
llwii per .cent of the. parents, .reported that pupils are. > 
wseldomT* taught enough organised knowledges However, a
* ■ i t V " .. V ' v.
majority of the parents (fifty-nine per cent) expressed an
affirmative opinion* as did the majority of the teaching
staff:* Twenty-two per sent of the parents indicated that
they were not informed of the practice of the school la this
area * while a scant one per cent stated that the school failed 
' * * 
to Impart any organised knowledge to the students*
Statement 341. Students -are taught something regarding'the
rights of others.
■f
Teacher Besponses
,   u    . y %
v $ 23# 6#
Parent Responses.
AA F M BE
63# 14# 16#
f W W M  33
. With one exception, the entire teaching staff of the 
high school responded in the affirmative to this statement* 
The one teacher* represented by six per cent on the above
graph* statedthat as a new teacher he -did not feel qualified 
to comment, although he "felt" that this was: a true statement, 
■fha'majority ot parents also agreed with this statement# 
However, seven per cent Indicated that the school "never" 
teaches anything regarding' the 'rights of "others# Th& ■ remain­
ing group did not know whether1 the children were taught to 
■respect the rights of other#-*’-
trdwp ¥111$" f^uhlle delations ' Practice#
’V  w * .  i l * * *  ■ irnvmrnrni+mimmmm+mmim*- .
itatement 2#f fhe school cooperates with the home#
feaehep Eesponses
• . ;. A A   ./BSE
M 0 &%
Parent Responses
AA- .. ..... F S 8 DU
63$ 20% % , 8%
F3P31B M
Hinety^four per cent of the teachers replied that the 
school "almost always'n cooperates with the home* with the re** 
matning six: per cent- unfamiliar -with the practice in‘the 
school in this 'area# the majority of the parents agreed 
with the statement that the school .did cooperate' with them#
i
twenty per cent of the above group stated that this was 
"frequently11 the case*, while the other sixty *«o»e per cent 
said that there was cooperation in almost every instance#
&■ 'Opiniona' wore stated^ with ten per cent
reapondtog that the achool "aeldom11 coopcr&ied with the tai| 
"and 'another one' per wnt of th# opinion that the ccticol- 
"wctm#*1 aooparatad with, the twonte' with children
in privet# ccfecci ^egmM "rooord#!. thoir A$$wr&-- in tht;:' 
column doaigMtod %onft' toow»#
Itatomant' 33t fe# heaps paranta.
what %& gotef on in th# achool#
■ * faachar. EcapcmS!## 
M  F S
$2$ S4$ 65?
'WmmmM- ftM&pmm**
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23$
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m
14$ ■!:
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9$
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Seventy-six per cent of the teachers stated that the 
aohool "almoafc always* m  *fre<p®shlyw keeps the parents 
Informed about what is going on in the sohool. Only four 
per ®s»t of the parents stated that this was %##«*** th® 
practice. Sine .per teat more of the teachers than parents 
did not know whether the aohool keeps the parents informed*
Ill* . CLASSIFIED PARENTAL RESPONSES 
Srcmp.I. Grouping Praetlcea
i . ’ s: t ;■ ’ . . .  . , ; ■■
the following is it ecmparlson and analysis of the
* " e r' J ' “ ’ ' , ' ’
mean® per cents of responses to statements 1* 20* and' 22
on the qnestionhaire* as shewn -On f&hle XX*
X* Bright and dull students attend classes together#
20* ’A student is '-kept with: his own age group through 
his high: school days ,:
■22* - Classes . are- separated into groups of slow and fast
m m  FEE 01H1S OF S B i S m  AND CLASSIFIED fMESf
iB S fo® is  :fO on m o m im  m m ^m m  xw
i l » W  WHALE* H IM SCHOOL
■ r' - * "''fflESfiSPB* 
Always frsq* Seldom lever
TBBTT
Know Total
TSAOWSR RESPONSES 45$ 22# 235? 65? 4# IOO56
^MSSXfXEP FAEEHf EISFOHSES
HESX0BWOB 
Inside .City Limits 39
Outside City Limits SB
BELAMONSHXF fO CHILD 
Mother 40
father- ’ 32
*&&&¥/% ■A HI1TA l^t AT. T 1OTB1WP.ISI/Vw#•»#!» Xv£*j£LLrf #*4*2* a •4&
Elementary 3®
High School m
College 34
Graduate 30
■22 14 t IB 100
IS 17 10 f 100
It 17 t IS 100
22 11 10 25 100
-4 IB t 31 lot
2t •#**£*«&> IS 14 100
23 It 7 17 100
22 14 s 21 100
%eans the arithmetic average of the parent and teach®
responses to the statements classified according to the type 
of practice they represent#
■fhere appears to ho a alight difference between the 
responses of parents living Inside the city of Williamsburg 
and those living outside the city limits* However* eight per 
cent more of the parents living inside the oity limits than 
those living outside did not know what provisions were made 
by the .school In reference to grouping practices. On the 
other hand* the responses of parents living inside the city 
limits were in slightly greater accord with what the teachers 
said the grouping practices of the school were than those 
parents who'reside outside the limits of Williamsburg#
fhe responses of mothers- with children of high school 
age were In closer accord with the responses of teachers in 
regard to grouping practices In the high school than were the 
fathers-* responses* fen per cent more fathers than mothers 
did not know what ■ the grouping practices in the high school 
were*
The responses of parents who had not progressed 
further than the elementary school level varied to a greater 
degree with the responses of the teaching staff at the high 
school than the responses of parents whose educational attain* 
ment was the high school level or above# fen per cent of the 
parents who had attained the high school level did not know 
what the practices of the school were in reference to grouping 
students* but the overfall responses of this group compared 
more favorably with the responses of the teachers than any 
of the other parental groups*
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Oroup XX «■ Promotional Practlees
fh© following Is -a comparison and 'analysis of the-
mean'par cents of responses to1 ■statements 2, 8, and 52
on the quest ionnalr©, as shorn eh 3*abla 111*
2. Students are promoted at the end of each year 
regardless of whether their school work is good, 
had, or' indifferent. : • - '• !
8* ;fh© student must'Master the required sub jects dr 
repeat .the subjects.
52* to exceptionally bright child may skip a grade 
if he is ahead' of his own age' group*
WAUT1P TTT
MEAB PER CENTS OP TEACHER AND CLASSIFIED PARENT 
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS ON PROMOTIONAL PRACTICES IN 
MATTHEW WHALE! HIGH SCHOOL
almost'
Always Ppeq* Seldom l e w
n Don^ t 
Know : $6tal
ibaohee m & m m m 20JS 16# 41# 0$ 23$ 10<|$
CLASSIFIED PARENT RESPONSES 
RESIDENCE
Inside Oity limits 25 18 24 11 22 100
Outside Olty Stolid 26 15 .19 14 26 100
tjwr AOnT A'KTCSTTT rpn /'WTfrt
Mother 24 17 26 13 21 100
Father 26 18 17 15 27 100
EOTCAMOHAL 1BVE1
Elementary 53 0 13 21 24 100
High School 
College
23 18 25 13 21 100
22 19 25 10 24 100
Graduate . 22 19 22 8 29 100
A slightly' closer relationship was found between the, 
responses of parents- who live inside the oity limits and the 
responses of the teaching' staff than between the teachers 
•and those parents who reside,■outside of the limits of 
Wll Xiamsburg*
A higher degree of similarity■existed between the 
responses of the ;mothers and teachers than between the 
fathers* responses and those of the- teaching staff at the 
high school in this area*
In regard to the educational level of the respondents, 
those *in closest accord with'the responses of the'teaching 
staff were that group:,;of parents who had attained the 
college level* Parents who' had attained an elementary' school 
■education were at a .greater variance with the responses of 
the teachers than m y  other -group of parents*, Twenty^nine 
per -cent of the parents who had attained the graduate level 
answered that they -did not know what the promotional 
practices of the high school were* fhls figure exceeds the 
number of ftdontt know11 responses of the other parental 
groups by at least five per cent*.
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Oroup III% Disciplinary ■Practices
flip following Is, a comparison 'and analysis of 'the
mean per cents of. responses1 to statements 5* 6 -and 12
on the questionnaire, as shown on fable XV t
5* If the student misbehaves, discipline follows 
immediately*
6# Discipline is harsh at Matthew Whaley High School. 
12* Students are allowed to do what they please.
table XV
m m  FEE CETOS OF TEACHER AHD OLASSIFXEB PARETO 
HESFOMSES TO STATEMENTS OH DISCIPLINARY PRACTICES ZH 
MATTHEW WHALEY BIOS SCHOOL
Almost Freq., Seldom Never Don* t — *. *. Bhow Total.
TKAOHBR RESPONSES 14# 24# 36# 20# z% loofo
CLASSIFIED PARETO RESPONSES
RBSXDBlfOE
Inside Olty Limits 18 19 26 28 15 100
Outside Olty Limits 18 21 26 20 16 100
EELATi OHSHIP TO CHILD 
Mother 15 83 28 18 16 100
Father 16 18 22 21 83 100
EDtJOATlOML LEVEL
Elementary 25 5 13 36 22 100
High School IV 21 28 16 IS 100
College 14 26 29 18 14 100
Graduate 21 16 19 19 25 100
, Ho striking differences were found between the 
responses of parents lining inside the city limits and those 
who reside outside the city limits to the statements
concerning disciplinary practices In the high school.
There was a wider variance between the responses of the 
fathers and the teachers* responses than between the mothers 
and the teachers* responses In the area of discipline#
She responses of college educated parents were more 
in accord with those of the teaching staff than any other 
group of parents in this area* Parents who had attained 
the graduate level were not as much In agreement with the 
responses of the teaching staff as other responses* while 
those parents who had not exceeded an. elementary school 
education were .further from agreement with the teaching 
staff than any other group of' parents*
®roap Vft Marking Practices
The following is a comparison and analysis of the.
mean per cents of responses to statements 4*. V* 15, and 28
On the questionnaire, as shown on Table V.
4# trades (marks) are given according to the amount 
of subject matter learned.
V* The report to parents (of grades) gives a good 
picture of how well the pupil is doing in school*.
1,5. The pupil *s progress in school is shown by the 
.grades he gets*
28. The chief purpose of giving marks (grading) is 
to create competition'among students.
TABLE V
MEAN m e t  CBOT3 OF TEACHER AM) CLASSIFIED F ABBOT
KBSFOMSES TO STATEMENTS OH MABKIHGr PRACTICES - 1 M
MATTHEW WHALEY B3D9H SCHOOL
'’Almost
Always Freq* Seldom Never
Doii*t
Ihow Total
TEACHER RESPONSES 41jf 22% W % 21% 1% 100%
CLASSIFIED FAHEOT RESPONSES 
RESIDENCE
Inside City Limits 43 15 24 IS 13 200
Outside City Limits 43 14 20 16 27 100
©t?Y A F P T T M  OtlTt.Tl liHfljiihA 1^  v**l* AaL/
Bother 4S 17 11 25 12 200
Father 40 20 21 7 23 100
BDITG AT IONAL LEVEL
^Elementary 60 3 3 10 24 100
High School 00 14 a 16 12 ICO
College 36 20 17 16 11 100
Graduate 27 IB 18 14 83 100
There was negligible' difference between the responses 
of parents living inside and outside the city limits of 
Williamsburg*
The similarity between the responses of the mothers 
and the teaching staff was slightly greater In the area of 
marking practices than the fathers* responses* Eleven per 
cent more fathers than, mothers stated that they did not
know what the practices of marking were in the high school *
The responses of parents who had, reached the graduate
level In school were a greater variance with the responses
of the teaching staff at the high school than any of the 
other groups of' parents* Responding- to the statements eon** 
corning marking practices at "the high school* parents who 
had reached the college level were more in accord with, the _ 
responses of the- teachers at the high school than the other 
.groups* A large segment of each of the four groups placed 
their responses under wdon*t knew* on' the questionnaire in 
regard to marking practices*
Bromp Vi J^lvidual. Differences Frmetteem
The following is a comparison and analysis of the
mean per cents of responses to statements 9, 10, 1S.# 21, 25,
30*. .and 3S on the questionnmire* as shown on Table VI.
9* The course© offered ml the high school are a 
real challenge to the student*© ability*
10. Students do what, they are Interested in doing, 
•and are not forced to study the three K*s 
(reading* writing* arithmetic).#
18. The teachers decide what the children are to 
learn.
22* Fupils and teachers together plan what the 
students will study*
25* The students decide what subjects they want 
be study*
30* The course© that pupils study at Matthew Whaley 
High School are too- easy*
35* ffe# students decide what they want to study in 
each subject area.
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TABUS VI
: MEAN PEE CENTS OP TEACHER AND CLASSIFIED PARROT .
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS OP INBIVIDmi, DIPPEBENOES PRACTICES
Bf MATTHEW WHAUBY HIGH SCBOOI.
Always- ' Freq* Seldom. Haver
■ Sen ft 
Know 'total
fKAOHSR EESF0MSE5 24$ 40$ 23$ 4$ ®$ 100$
CLASSIFIED PARENT RESPONSES
t ?  T& < S  TTfYEP’W ' W  jrUS> &  X.lJsUM\sj&
.Inside Olty limits 24 m If 7 16 100
•Outside Olty limits 30 ' 25 19 9 21 100
iBiAKOifSB® to a m m
29 SI IS 5 17 100
Father 22 22 17 11 28 100
EDUOAfXOMAi,1EVE1 
Elementary SO ‘ ' 11 16 33 100
High School SO 52 IS 7 IS 100
College 21 ssf 25 3 18 100
Graduate 17 26 19. 9 29 100
fhe responses of parents living ln©lde the. city limits 
wen#- men# In accord with the responses &t the teaching staff 
at the high school than those of parents living oat side the 
olty limits* This difference between the two parent groups 
was largely due to the twenty«*on# per cent of parents living: 
outside the city limits who cheeked wdontt know11 in response 
to the statements involving- individual differences practices 
in the high school*.
A considerable difference was found between the 
responses 'of the mothers -and fathers* to® responses of the 
mothers showed a close similarity with those of the teachers*
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while;. those of the fathers were comparably lees .similar# 
■Twenty** eight per cent of'the fathers indicated that they" did 
not know what the"practices of the school were' in reference 
to individual differences *, while a mean, of seventeen per 
cent' of-the mothers marked wdo»':tt know#’*1
The responses of parents of the high school, level were 
in,greater accord with the responses-of the teachers than 
parents off other educational levels* while; the lowest 
similarity was found between the teachers, and parents who ’ 
were, ■classified on the elementary' level*. However^ .the ; 
responses of parents who" had- attained graduate study were to 
a considerable extent at variance with the ^ teachers if responses* 
This group of parents also harbored next to the. largest number 
'■of ,fdonft know” ■responses 'to the- statements concerning ■ 
individual differences*.
$roup ¥ls instructional Practices
fhe following is a .comparison and analysis -of the mean
"per cents- of responses- to statements. 8r-ll# IS, - 14* 16, and
26 on. the qnestionnaire, .as shown -on fable ¥11#
8# The school- requires too much homework*-
li*. Students are taught responsibility.*-
13# Students are taught what is worth thinking about*
14* Students are taught how to. think*.-
16*,- The amount of drill necessary to master-the 
three E*s is sufficient at the high school*
26* Students are taught what to think*
§mm. tii
mb ah mr-obms o w m w m m  m o  classified fabes*
E1SF0EBBS m  STATEMENTS' ON IHSfEUOffOHAL PBAOMOES XH 
MAfTBBW WABEM HX0H 001001,.
1 >...... AKo#®
Always Fre<|* Seldom -lever
‘Son*®
Know fetal
fBA0HBE BBSP0HSES m % 2B% 20% 2$ % ® 0
CXASSXFXEB FMBOT “HBSFOHSBS 
BB3IBEM0B
to#ids City limits 
Outside City limit#
SO 01 7 17 100
35 15 00 9 21 100
m L A T m m m f  to c m m  
Mother ‘ 34 00 02 0 18 100
Father m It 00 10 23 100
m m & T  I01A1 LBVBE
Elementary 53 2 9 8 m. 100
High School m .03 20 10 15 100
Collage m 01 27 6 19 100
Graduate IB 06 00 0 30 100
A sXightl j g 3?#a.tex»' similarity was found be two on the
responses. of the teachers and. those of the parents 11 ring In** 
side the olty limits than was found between the teachers and 
parents living outside the city limits of Williamsburg*
A decided difference was found between the responses 
of the mother# and father# in reference h o ' instructional 
practices to the high school* fee response# of the mother# 
were in greater accord with those of the teacher# than the 
response# of the fathers*
fee responses of parents whose educational attainment
was of the high school level wore to greater accord with the 
responses of the teachers at the high school in regard to 
instructional practices 'than parents of any of the other 
educational levels« fee responses of parents .with graduate 
school training were found to he less to accord with the 
teachers* responses than the other groups of parents * with 
thirty per cent of this group indicating wdon*t know* to the 
area of tost rueClonal practices*
troup VIIi Burrleutomi fra.Qt.lcea.
fee following la a comparison and analysis of the 
mean per cents of responses to statements 17* 19# 23* 27*
'89* 51* and 54 on the ^estiofsnalra* as shown, on fable VliX*
17* Students learn to get along socially*
It* Students are taught the three H*s*
03* fee high, school does a good job of preparing 
for college those children who have the 
ability*
07* fee school prepares the students for Jobs*
09* '■8s3£ - education. Is taught to all grades to the 
high school as the need arises*.
:31* Students are taught a sufficient amount of 
organised knowledge*
•34. Students are taught something regarding the 
rights of others*
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TABLE VIII
MEAN PER CENTS OP TEACHER AND CLASSIFIED PARENT
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS ON CURRICULUM PRACTICES IN
MATTHEW- WHALEY RICH SCHOOL
"■ ,'-"1£tmost. 
Always Fr©% s® M m Mover
Don’t
■Enow fetal
m O H S B  EBSHOISBS 54% 5$% 0
:”>•■ l' s " ■ 
0 6% .10051
|? IY ' A  «  <» t P Y i  W AWIBPWfttJL ITvisaS&  UaI>!#jC*i/
m s i m w m .
Inside- Olty limits 40 16" 14 3 17 100
Outside Olty limits 47 If 9 2 23 100
m m m m m m  to o m m
Mother ' 46 23 11 1 If 100
Father 37 24 10 .4 25 100
SJDUO AflOHAD 1KVEI 
Elementary 64 6 1 2 27 JI00
high school 46 25 It 2 IS 100
Ooiioge 36 27 Is 3 if 100
Graduate SO If 16 4 31 100
little difference w«ts found between the responses of 
payouts living .insid©, the city limits of Williamsburg and 
parents living, outside -fee city llmltiu, However, aim per 
cant mono of the parents living outside the city limits than 
those living ins id© indicated that they did not knew what 
the curriculum practices of the'school wore* fh© responses 
of parents living, inside the. city limits were in slightly 
hotter accord with the teachers1 responses than parents 
living outside the city limits#
Six per cent more fathers than mothers indicated that 
they did not know what the curriculum practices in the school
were* However, the -remaining responses of both -the mothers 
and fathers were comparatively in accord -with the responses 
of the teaching staff in the high school.
•Largs- segments of' parents -of the elementary and 
graduate levels Indicated that they did not know what the - 
■curriculum practices In the' school were* however,: unlike 
the remaining responses of. parents of the graduate level, 
the; responses of .parents with an elementary school education, 
were- similar to those of the teachers at the high school# 
Fewer ^don’t know” answers were; recorded by parents of the 
high school and college levels, hut the remaining responses 
of these two groups were less In. accord with the responses 
of "the teaching- staff than the other two groups discussed 
immediately above.#
Iroup Vllii Public delations fraetlces
Ibe following is m comparison and analysis of the
mean per cents of responses to statements 24 and 85 on the
{peatlonnaire, as shown on 'fable tS£*
24# fhe school cooperates with the home*
■ 53# fhe high: school keeps parents informed about 
what Is going on in the school#
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MEAN PER CENTS OP TEACHER AM) CLASSIFIED PARENT
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS ON PUBLIC RELATIONS PRACTICES IN
MATTHEW WHALE! HIGH SCHOOL
JomSiSt' 
Always 'Freq# Seldom Never
6oh*b
Know Wot&l
m&OBSE HESPONSES 74$ 12$ 2$ 0$ 12$ 100$
CLASSIFIED PARENT RESPONSES
JTixUo XLfE*xi\j3c*
Inside Olty' limits 54 27 11 2 6 100
Outside Olty limits 59 16 12 3 10 100
KB1AK0NSB1P TO CH1BD 
Mother 63 21 a 1 7 100
Father 36 23 23 7 11 100
m m m t m A L  immz
Elementary 54 S 14 S 16 100
High School 61 27 7 2 3 100
College 63 24 15 1 8 100
Graduate 47 25 14 0 14 100
A alight difference exists between the responses of 
parents lining inside the city limits end those living outside 
the limits* the parents living inside the city limits 
responded In a similar fashion as the teachers to the state**" 
meats regarding public relations practices in the high school* 
but -not to the extent that the parents from within the limits 
recorded.
Considerable variation was found to exist between the 
responses of mothers and fathers to statements concerning 
public relations practices in the high school, fhe responses
of the mothers were in accord ■ with those of the teach tog 
staff,, while those of'-the fathers-' were varied to- an- extent 
with those of the teachers at the high'school when compared 
with the responses of the mothers *
Both the responses of -parents of the elementary and 
graduate-school level differed from the responses of the 
-teachers in- reference- to. public relations practices' in the 
high'school* those .responses .of parents of the high school 
and college level war# in accord with the responses of the 
teachers.# -with a slightly Mgfce? accord existing between 
the responses of parents of the high school level .and 'those 
of the teachers*
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On the basis of the foregoing date the following 
summary may be ■ made t.
1* .A majority of the, parents wet*# informed of the 
grouping practices in the high school* However, a large 
minority lacked definite assurance of what the practices 
of the high school were In reference to homogeneous group* 
fng* while others were entirely uninformed,
g* 'the greatest number of parents appear to be 
informed of the promotional practices occurring in the 
school* An absence of interpretation was evident in a few 
cases* However| the responses of teachers and parents were 
in general agreement but differed in intensity in regard to 
the practice of passing' students. 'whether their work is good* 
bad, or indifferent* The teachers indicated that this was 
"seldom1 the practice of the school* while a segment of the 
parents were of the opinion that the practice "never11 
occurred in the high school*
$* 'In respect to disciplinary practices in the high 
school*, interpretation ranged from very good to very poor* 
Parents were familiar with how the school handles students 
who are considered to have "misbehaved,n but a majority of
mthe parents were uninformed concerning the mount -of freedom 
allowed children in the high school*
4. The extent to which'the marking practices ware 
Interpreted to the parents by the school varied according to 
the stated practice the parent was asked to react to.* A 
high degree of interpretation' existed he tween the school' and 
the'parents in. reference'to Cl) the reliability of grades at 
the high school.,* and (2) the effectiveness of the report to 
parents of pupil progress in'the school* However* a large 
segment of parents were not informed of the- purpose of giving 
marks to students in the high school*
Bm Adequate information in the area, of Individual 
differences failed to reach a relatively large segment of 
the parents*- fhe particular areas where these inadequacies 
were most apparent are as f ollows t
(1) fhe challenge of courses offered at the 
high school to the student *s ability*
(3) Hequiraments regarding the mastery;of the 
three H fs*n Xt would appear that any lack of
interpretation in this particular area could be 
partially traced to the lack of uniformity of the 
teachers1 responses*
(5) Who decides what the children are to 
learn*
(4) Who decides what subjects the student 
is to take*,
Xh. the other areas concerning individual differences* 
■Interpretation was generally In evidence*
6* Evidence of both -good and poor interpretation, was 
found in the .area of curriculum, practices in the high school* 
Parents appeared well Informed of the practices of the school 
in reference to teaching children "how to think,” "what is - 
worth, thinking about,” and something regarding responsibility 
Apparent weakness in interpretation was found in practices 
regarding homework,, the- amount -of sufficient drill, in the 
high school* and -particularly the practice of teaching.-: 
children- "what to think*w
*J* It appears that less. Information has been made. 
available to the parents in the area of instruction than in 
any of the other areas .investigated*, Particularly poor 
interpretation was found to exist in the area -of sex eduea**- 
tio-n practices in the school*: where the majority of parents 
were uninformed*. Other large segments- of parents* though not 
majorities* were uninformed of the practices of the school in 
(1) preparing students for jobs* (2) preparing students for 
college* and (3) teaching the "three H's.tf .A majority of 
parents were informed of the practice of the school in 
teaching "a sufficient amount of organised knowledge”; however* 
evidence of poor: interpretation was found among a significant 
number of parents in this area* fhe practice of the school in 
preparing students for social living appears to have been
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glims considerable attention*' Parents were better informed 
of this prentice than any of the other practices that were 
investigated*
8*- Oood interpretation, appears to exist in the-'area 
•of public relations* with Just one small segment' of' the 
parents of the opinion that the school did not keep them 
informed*
f* Both parents living Inside and. outside the city 
limits were found to be equally well informed of the grouping 
practices in the high school*
the mothers were slightly batter informed of the 
grouping practices in the high school than were the fathers* 
Parents who had attained the high school level were 
better informed than any of the other classified groups of 
parents* while the poorest interpretation appeared to exist 
between the school and parents who had not passed beyond the 
elementary school level*
10* Parents living inside the city limits of Williams** 
burg were bettor informed of the promotional practices in the 
high school than parents who reside outside the city limits*.
Mothers were better Informed of the promotional, 
practices in the high school than the fathers*
Parents who had attained the college level were better 
informed of’ the promotional, practices In the high school than 
any of the other classified groups of parents* The poorest 
interpretation was found to exist between the school and
parent a who had progressed no further than an elementary 
school .education* Parents on the graduate level were little 
better informed of the promotional -practices in the high ■ 
school than the .least informed group of parents*.
. 11* Parents living .inside .and outside the city. limits 
were equally well informed of the disciplinary practices in 
the high school#
Fathers were not as well informed of the disciplinary 
practices in the high school,.as the mothers*
College educated parents were better- informed of the 
disciplinary practices in the high- school than the parents of 
the other three, educational levels* Parents' with an element 
tary education or below were the least informed, while poor 
interpretation also existed between parents of the graduate 
school level and the teachers, at. the high school*
18*. Differences in interpretation between parents 
living inside and outside the city limits -and the high school 
in reference t© marking practices were negligible*
Mothers were found to be considerably better informed 
of the marking practices In the high school than the fathers* 
It was found that college educated parents were 
slightly better informed of the marking practices in the 
high school, while a large segment of parents who had attained 
the graduate school level were uninformed of the marking 
practices in the high school*.
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IS# Parents • living inside the city limit* were batter 
informed of the practices regarding individual differences in 
the high school than-parents living outside the city limits#.
Mothers were- found- to ha much- hatter informed of the 
practices relating to ■indlvidual/differences than fathers* 
■Parents who had attained the,.high school level were 
considerably better informed of the practices in reference 
to Individual differences than 'any other group of parents* 
Interpretation was poorest between'parents who- had not 
exceeded the elementary school level and the teachers at the 
high school,.*- while parents who had attained the graduate 
level were also poorly Informed*
14*. Parents living inside the city limits ware-. slight3y 
better informed of the .instructional practices in the high 
School, than parents living outside- the city limits*
.Mothers were decidedly better- informed of the 
Instructional practices in the school than were the fathbre* 
Parents of the high school level were better Informed 
of the instructional practices in the school than parents- of 
the elementary* college* or graduate levels* Parents with 
graduate training wore found to be the poorest ■informed in 
reference to this group of practices*
15* differences in interpretation between parents 
living inside and those living ■ outside the city limits and 
the school in regard to curriculum practices were negligible*
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Mothers were slightly hotter informed of the 
curriculum practices in the high school than were the 
fathers*.
Oollege and high school trained parents were almost 
equally well informed of the curriculum practices In the 
high school* Parents who had attained only the elementary 
school level were, the least informed of the four groups, 
with a large segment of parents of the .graduate level almost 
as p o o rly  in.forsQ.ed♦
16*. Parents living Inside the city limits were slightly 
hotter Informed of the public relations practices than parents 
living outside the- city limits of Williamsburg#:
Mothers were considerably better informed, of the 
public relations practices in the high school, than were the 
fathers*
Parents Who had attained the high school level were 
subtly better informed of' the public relations practices 
in the high school than parents of the college level* Poor* 
eat interpretation existed between the school and parents of 
bote the elementary and graduate levels in regard to public 
relations practices*
TT rtrtWlf fftt'Y A M
1* In general# it would appear that the school keeps 
the majority of parents informed of the practices in the
high school* However# some weaknesses In interpretation were 
found to exist in the areas of instructional# marking# and 
disciplinary practices*
0* The opinions of parents whose- children attend 
private schools tended to make interpretation appear weaker 
la all areas*
$* Parents living inside the city limits of Williams** 
burg' were better informed of the practices in Matthew Whaley 
High School la the areas investigated than parents living 
outside the. city limits.*,
4* Mothers with children of high school age were 
without exception better Informed of the practices in the 
high school than were fathers with children of high school 
ag©*
5* High school trained parents were usually better 
informed of the practices In the school than the parents of 
the other three educational levels, with parents who had 
attained the college level almost as well informed*
6* Poorest interpretation was found to exist among 
parents who had attained the elementary level and those 
parents of the graduate level*
III* BBCQMMEHHATIONS FOR FURTHER STTOT
It is the opinion of the Investigator that further 
research in the following areas would be of value to (1) the 
teachers# administrators of Matthew Whaley High School#
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the eittsens-- of ^ ftllismatn^g* .■ Virginia*. and
(S) ©dueatona totonostod in improving the relationship 
between ' the school and ocMtoity«
1* to, inquiry Into --the extent of agreement or 
disagreement of the. community with, the philosophy of 
Matthew Whaley High -School#:
2% to evaluation of the Public Halations Program 
•at 'Matthew - Whaley .High School*
3* to investigation into the extent of Interpret 
batIon of the elementary school in Williamsburg to the 
school eommmlty#
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APPBHDXX A * QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO THE
TEACHING STAFF OF MATTHEW WHALET 
HIGH SCHOOL AND PARENTS IN THE 
SCHOOL COMMUNITY WITH CHILDREN 
OF HIGH SCHOOL AGE
rections;
Please road each. of the following statements carefully. After 
.ckmstatement check that word which most nearly gives your opinion of 
at: you believe is. true of Matthew Whaley. High School. For example,
. Statement Mo. 1 (below) if you believe that bright and dull students. 
most always attend classes together at Matthew Whaley High school, 
ace an "X next to the words almost a l w a y s . T h e r e  is' also a space 
'ovided below each'statement headed f,.G OMMENTSlt where you might wish 
* explain the choice you have made.
•Bright and dull students attend classes together.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know 
COMMENTS.: ~  —  —  --
Students are prompted at the end of each year regardless of 
whether their schoolwork is good, bad, or indifferent.
Almost always Frequentlv Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS;
The school requires too much homework.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know 
COMMENTS'; ~  _  _
O-rades (marks) are given according to the amount of subject 
matter learned.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know 
COMMENTS; ‘ ~
If the student misbehaves, discipline follows immediately.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Hover Don’t know 
COMMENTS; ~  —
Discipline is harsh at Matthew Whaley High School.
Almost always Frequentlv Seldom Hover Don’t know
COMMENTS; • _
The report to parents (of grades) gives a good picture of how well 
the pupil Is doing In school.
Almost always   Frequently  Seldom  Never  Don’t know__
COMMENTS;
The student must master the required subjects or repeat the 
subjects.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never  Don’t know
COMMENTS;
The courses offered at the H igh School ar.o a real challenge to 
the student’s ability.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know__ 
COMMENTS; ”
, Students do what they arc interested in doing, and are not forced 
to study the throe R ’s (reading, writing, arithmetic).
Almost always  Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS:
, Students arc taught responsibility.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know 
COMMENTS: ~  *—  —  ”
. Students are allowed to do what they please.
Almost always . Frequently . Seldom Never Don11 3j9apw
COMMENTS: ' ~
• Students are taught what is worth thinking about.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS: ™  " ““" ”  —
• Students arc taught how to think*
Almost always  Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS: ~  ' “
• The pupil*s progress in school is shown by the grades he gets*
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Donft know 
COMMENTS: ' ”
• The amount of drill necessary to master the throe R ’s is 
sufficient at the high school.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’ t know__
COMMENTS: . _  —
» Students learn to got along socially*
Almost always  Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS: ’ —  ‘
3. The teachers decide what the children arc to learn.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS:
Students are taught the throe R ’s*
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never DonTt know
COMMENTS: —  ~  ~
). A student is kept with his own ago group through his high school 
days.
Almost always Frequently Seldom ITovor Don’t know
COMMENTS: ~  ~  ~ “  *“
- -3 - W
Pupils and teachers together plan what the students will study.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know .
COMMENTS: ■ _  —  _  —
2, Classes are separated into groups of slow and fast learners*
Almost always Frequently Seldom.. Never Don’t know
COMMENTS; —  . —  —    —
3. The high school does a good- job of preparing for college those 
children who have the ability.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS; _  _  —
i• The school cooperates with the home.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS: _
5. The students decide what subjects they want to study.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS: ~~r
6. Students are taught what to think.
Almost always  Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS; * * ~
The school prepares the students for jobs.
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never  Don’t know__
COMMENTS; ~
:8. The chief purpose of giving marks (grading) is to create 
coxnpc tit ion among s tudents,
Almost always ■ Frequently  Seldom  Never  Don’t knaw__
COMMENTS:
199 Sex education is taught in all grades in the high school as the 
need arises.
Almost always  Frequently   Seldom   Novor_  Don’t know
COMMENTS s
30. The courses that pupils study at Matthew Whaley High School are 
too easy.
Almost always Frequently  Seldom  Never  Don’t know
COMMENTS:
31. Students arc taught a sufficient amount of organized knowledge.
Almost always Frequently  Seldom  Never. Don’t know__
COMMENTS: "
2. An exceptionally bright child may skip a grade if ho is ahead 
of his own ago group„
Almost always  Frequently Seldom Never  Don’t know
COMMENTS:
3. The high school keeps parents informed about what is going on 
in’the school,
a^.linost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS; ~~ "— ’ — .
L. Students are taught something regarding the rights of others.
Airn.ost a 1 ways  Froquently Sold,om Nover Don’t know
COMMENTS: “  —  '
3. The students.decide what they want to study in each subject arc
Almost always Frequently Seldom Never Don’t know
COMMENTS: ‘ ’
b would help a lot in our understanding of your thinking if you’l 
ist take a second more to jot down a word or two about yourself:
ale Female
scupation (what you do for a living) _______ _____________ __ _ 
-j _ , 0 Inside the city limitsacre do you live? ^ ap . .  -J Outside the city limits___
:iat was the highest grade you attained in school: (circle the numi
Elementary Nigh School College Graduate Fr
T  2 3 4" 5*6 7 8 n N T l w ''IF ITT"~T¥ '^15 TE T T T T " a
o what high school does your child go?
Matthew r7haloy_ Malsingham Academy  Other private sch.
Not In school
hat grade is your child enrolled in at the present time: (circle tv
Number)
Elcmontary Kigh Schoo1
1 2 3 4 5“ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
hat is you,r relation to the child?
Mother Father Other
Tsm SUM
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APPENDIX 0 - TABLES PRBSENTINO TOTAL AND
CLASSIFIED RESPONSES OF PARENTS 
AND TEACHERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE
To . Parents with Children of School Aget
Enclosed yon will, find a questionnaire concerning 
Matthew Whaley High School* t am a graduate student at 
the College of William and Mary* and hare developed this 
questionnaire in mt effort to discover what you believe 
are the practices at Matthew' Whaley High School* Educa­
tional leaders .in both' the .commonity and the college have 
expressed a real interest in this study*
The few minutes you take to complete the enclosed 
questionnaire could very easily contribute to a closer' 
relationship between you and your-- school# which of course 
is desired by-both the parents and school personnel#.
As this investigation is concerned only with the 
combined opinions of all parents with children of high 
school age# your name is not requested# nor will it be 
used in connection with any part of this study*
The questions are about' the high. school only* Please 
put the completed questionnaire in ther''^KoS©ivr'S3®Sssed .and 
stamped envelope and return it at your earliest convenience* 
"four cooperation in returning this questionnaire promptly Is 
earnestly requested# as the time spent by me in personally 
calling for those not returned would be great*
Sincerely#
Robert W* Ward
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TABLE X
TOTAL RESPONSES OF THE MATTHEW WHALEY 
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING STAFF TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
BY N0MBER AND PER CENT
" fflbf 
Always P*»eq. Sal6©ia
r'
Know
Mo* ......./O .Mo*:.....% MO* . Ho. ..%
1 13 76*4 5 ■17*6 1 5*8 0 0 0 0
2 2 11*7 3 17*6 10 58* 8 0 0 0 .0
3 0 0 1 5.8 14 82*3 1 5.8 1 5.8 .
4 9' 32*9 3 17*6 8 11*7 2 11*7 1 v'; 5.8
3 7 41*8 8 47*1 8 11*7 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 0 11 64*7 6 35*3 0 0
12 70*5 6 29*4 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 9 52*9 1 5*8 4 23*6 0 O 3 17.6
9 10 58 *8 7 41*2; O' 0 0 0 0 0 "
10 8 11*7 2 11*7 5 29*4 6 23.5 4 23.5
11 7 41*2 S 47*1 2 11*7 0 O . O' O
12 0 O' 4 85*5 7 41.2 4 23*5 2 11.7
13 11 64*7 $ 17*6 0 0 0 0 3 17.6
14 7 41*8 8 47*1 2 11*7 0 0 0 0
13 41*2 7 41*8 3 17.6 0 0 0 O
ia 7 41*8.' 4 r y t t  ■ gr 3 17.6 0 0 0 0
17 12 70*5 ! 5 S9.4 0 0 0 0 0 0
118 3 29*4 10 6S.8 1 6*8 0 0 0 0
19 9 52*9 ■ 6 35.3 1 5*8 0 0 1 5.8
20 10 58*8 7 41*2 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 4 23*5 12 70*5 1 5*8 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 1 3.8 11 64*7. 3 17.6 2 11.7
23 14 82*5 8 11*7 '0 6 O 0 1 5.8
24 16 94*1 0 0 0 0 O 0 1 5.8
23 a 47*1 7 41*2 % 5.8 0 0 1 5*8
26 i 5*8 4 85*5 9 58.9 2 11.7 1 6*8
27 6 35*3 . y 41*8 3 17.6 r 5*8 0 0
28 0 0 0 0 5 29*4 12 70*5 0 0
29 3 89*4 8 47*1 2 11*7 0 0 2 11.7
30 0 0 1 5*8 14 82*3 0 0 2 11.7
31 f 52.9 5 29*4 0 0 0 0 3 17.6
32 0 0 4 23*5 6 36*3 0 0 7 41.2
33 9 52*9 4 ft* • m *»v>* O 1 5.8 0 0 3 17.6
34 12 70*5 4 23*5 0 0 1 5.8 0 0
33 0 0 9 68*9 6 35*3 0 0 8 11.7
NOTEj The total teacher response was 17.
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Statement
llumbei* Always . jPrsqs Seltas M®m?
■0©»-*- f
1 77 66*8 17 14*6 4 3*4 0 0 , 18 16*5
0 It K&3 19 1613 38 30*7 26 22*4 23 19*8
0. 4 3.4 23 m i 56 48*0 22 18.9 11 ■' 9*4
4 .37 49.5 m 17*0 11 0*4 6 6*1 22 v18 i 9
8 50 43*1 07 3040 16 13*7 0 0 23 19*8
8 1 0*86 2 117 44 37* a 55 47,4 14 12.1
7 70 60.3 19 16.3 11 9*4 6 5.1 10 8.6
■a 88 sa*§ 14 10*1 10 8.6 2 1*7 22 18.9
t 48 39.6 38 30.1 10 8*6 ' 6 a n 19 16.5
10 07 25*2 26 20*4 20 17*2 19 16*3 24 20.8
11 80 53.4 05 01*5 16 13*7 0 0 18 11.2
18 11 9*4 38 30*7 27 23*0 16 13*7 24 20* 8
13 37 49.1 27 05.0 10 8*6 .,,1 0*00 81 16* 1
14 54 Jt £* *  I s*48* 5 29 25,0 16 13*7 1 0,86 16 13*7
13 67 57*7 ti­ 00*6 9 7*7 2 1,7 14 12*1
18 38 28.4 ls 15*5 23 19.8 9 7*7 33 28.4
17 87 70*0 18 15*5 1 0*80 o 0 10 8.6
18 337 51*8 34 09.3 15 10*0. 6 6*1 24 20,6
10 51 43.9 18 15*5 20 18*9 6 4.3 20 17.2
20 43 38.7 35 30*1 9 7*7 7 6*03 20 17*2
21 43 57*06 32 07*3 16 13*7 5 4*3 20 17.2
22 12 10*8 15 10*0 42 56*2 04 20*6 ta­ 19*8
23 52 44,8 28 04*1 19 16.3 3 2*6 li 12*1
24 71 61.2 23 .10*8 12 10*5 1 0.80 9 7*7
83 46 89*6 38 32*7 14 12*1 0 1*7 16 13*7
m U 9*4 16 13*7 26 22.4 24 2O.0 39 33,6
27 30 26.5 57 if*l 10 8.6 0 0 19 16*3
as 6 5.1 10 10*3 20 18*9 85 47*4 21 18,1
29 18 18*7 18 15*5 19 16*3 '10 S.6 53 46*6
30 4 3.4 18 15.5 53 45*6 18 16* S 23 19.0
31 40 36*2 55 30*1 13 11.2 1 0*86 25 21*6
30 11 9.4 24 20*6 29 05,0 14 12*1 38 32.7
88 58 50.0 27 23*2 16 13.7 5 4*3 10 8,6
34 73 62,9 16 13*7 8 6*8 0 0 19 16*3
33 15 10.9 41 35*4 21 18.1 7 6,05 32 27.5
HfOfBi 1*he total parent response was 116*.
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Statement 
■Member
Inside limits 
1
Outside
w
wing
1 57 • ■ 11 5 0 10 40 6 1 0. a
8 5 10 19 14 IS 5 9 19 18 10
5 O 12 28 IS 8 4 10 27 7 7
4 20 15 7 1 - 9 28 5 „ 4 S 13
a m 1$. 7 0 5 24 18 0 0 , 10
a 0 2 81 31 7 . I 0 23 ;24-
f 57 10 6 2 6 33 Q 0 4 4
8 52 9 8 1 11 36 5 2 1 11
§ 10 27 4 3 8 22 16 6 S 8
10 IS 19 10 f 10 14 9 .10 10 12
11 50 19 7 0. S 32 6 f 0 8
18 6 16 If 8 15' 5 22 11 9 8
IS 28 17- 6 1 9 89 10 4 0 12
.14 27 17 8 1 8 28 18 a 0 7
is 34 15 5 1 6 32 10 4 1 7
16 17 15 13 1 15 16 4 10 8 17
17 44 11 1 0 5 44 6 0 0 5
18 it 17 10 2 IS 18 17 5 4 11
10 27 9 15 3 7 26 7 7 8 13
20 28 23 2 2 - 6 -17 12 7 5 14
21 25 18 13 1 0 20 14 . 3 4 14
88 6 8 21 14 12 ■ 6 7 22 10 10
23 25 17 10 3 0 • 27 11 9 0 8
84 36 IS 6 1 S 35 a 6 0 6
25 21 25 S 1 6 25 13 , 6 1 10
26 6 10 17 10 IS 6 6 10 14 20
27 10 34 6 0 11 20 23 . 4 0 8m 4 6 IS 29 9 8 6 9 26 12m 7 9 14 4 87 9 9 5 6 26
so 3 15 24 10- 9 1 3 SO a 13
SI 20 21 7 1 12 22 14 6 0 13
52 0 14 18 4 16 2 10 11 10 22
55 20 17 8 B 5 - 29 10 a 3 , * 6
54 39 10 0 0 6 34 2 0 12
SS 6 25 11 3 15 9 16 ..10 4 16
IOTEi The total re spoils © was 116 •
Siaty«*0m© of the total responses (52$) were • 
made by parents living inside, the city limits *, 
£i£ty**£iir© of the responses (48$) were made 
by parents living outside the city limits*
VStatement
t — f— r
1 53 11 2 0 12 19 6 2 ■©■ 6
2 4 1 p1m* fmf 30 oi 11 6 4 7 S 8
.3 ■4 16 43 11 S 0 7 14 7 6
4 39 12 7 8 14 16 0 © 7
5 37 17 9 0 15 10 10 5 0 8
6 1 1 37 31 8 0 1 10 10 6
7 52 11 7 3 5 16 6 4 3 4
8 49 6 0 18 17 2 4 1 9
0 54 06 6 1 11 13 9 8 2 8
10 19 19 14 11 15 •i ^ '7 5 5 9
11 44 19 oo 0 7 14 6 8 0 5
10 6 32 19 9 12 5 6 7 5 10
"13 40 10 5 0 15 18 8 5 1 6
14 39 19 10 0 10 14 6 6 1 6
13 48 14 7' 1 8 16 7 2 1 6
16 25 12 15 4 22 8 6 6 2 11-
17 59 11 :l 0 7 22 8 © 0 3
13 06 04 11 3 14 11 8 2 2 11
IS 35 10 17 2 14 • 15 6 5 1 6
00 34 23 6 6 9 '11. 10 8 1 8
01 34 04 8 1 11 6 7 8 4 8
*03 10 9 35 13 18 2 6 7 8 10
23 42 18 13 0 6 10 10 4 3 8
34' 66 13 4 0 6 11 9 7 1 *£5
25 .34 37 9 0 8 11 9 6 0 8
26 ‘ 6 11 21 23 3 4 5 7 14
27 22 38 6 0 12 6 16 4 0 7
28 3 6 15 41 13 3 8 5 13
09 10 14 15 5 36 4 2 4 o 17
30 1 13 40 10 14 3 4 10 8 8
29 04 QW 0 16 10 9 5 0 9
32 4 16 22 8 28 7 3 7 3 11
55 42 21 8 1 6 13 0 8 8 2
34 66 9 3 0 10 16 5 5 0 7
36 13 32 13 2 18 2 8 6 4 13
ijksk Idfe. UMk. ^4total 
Five, 
were answered by
were made
was
were not need as 
both the mother and father, 
the total repoxtses 
mothers% thirty-three of the 
) were
86
%m$M- W M
' -JF
o f $mm*m • to the
‘ ‘ AGGOROXHG TO THEXH EOTOATXOlMt LEVEE
Stateiaen
Rusotoer
t . .^ J&BMglSTARK 1I#E £$8001* - ..
- J&JL .... vy..:.B » .’ -UK u :7-^r TJ8T
X ■ .12 “ 8 *% 1 0 ’ 2 38 6 0 '■ 0 5
2 - 3 . i - 2' 6 3 1 5 22* 10 6
3 ;C?. i • 0 7 4 » 1 9 82 a, •••4
,10 " 0 0 0 5 24 5 8 „ 5" 9
&.•■"- 10 i 0 0 4 17 11 S 1 ',o- .11
6 0 i- 1 11 2 o 0 22 ■16 6
7 12 i 1 ‘ O' 1 29 ’ 6 5 5: y-8
8 10 0 0 0. 5 28 7 2 !•' ! 1 6
9 9 \ 1 0 ' 1 4 18 16 2 1 "7
10 3 0 - 3 4 8 12 10 4 10 •'8
11 11 '1 1 0 0 23 12 6 0 3
18 1 0 s s 4 S 16 10 5 8
13 11 0 0 0 4 24 10 3 0 7
14:' 11 1 0 0 3 20 11 6 0 7
IS 12 1. 0 0 2 31 6 2 ■ I". ::-4
18 8 0 0 0 7 14 a 8 5 ^Y0
1*7 12 1 0 0 2 36 s. 1 0 3
10 4 1 1 1 8 17 14 6 2 5
19 11 0 0 0 4 19 7 9 3 *4
80 4- 0 3 2 6 is 15 5 3 0
81 7 1 0 2 , 5 19 15 3 0
28: 1 2 4 2 6 6 6 f 15 9
23 12 0 0 0 a-- 21 12 8 0 3
m 8 1 3 0 •:3 20 13 .2'. 0 1
2S. • 7. 3 1 1 3 18 17 6 1 -2
26 6 0 0 3 6 1 10 10 18 11
.■87 8 4.. i 0 m 15 21 8 O 6
28 2 0 ■4 6 6 4 8 6 81 .6
29 4 0 0 2 9 4 11 9 3 ‘17
30 0 i 5 5 4 1 7 26 5 S
31 10 -i O' 0 4 17 16 4 0 7
32 2 - 3 4 . 3 3 2 12 8 7 15
33 8 ■ 2 2 2 25 11 4 2 ' 2
34 10 a 0 0 ■8 30 6 2 0 6
3S 20 4 1 8 . 6 8 20 8 2 6
WOTEi ^ The total response wa©^10%\ “Fiw questionnaires
-were .answered Jointly/and were, therefore mot valid:* ,
'r £ oar parents • failed -to indieate' -their. idueatiomal 
level*'
87
l&Bils x m  ' 80
OMsaiFiBi>,'HBSP0HSEa of wmssm to toe .mmBfxomAtm
. AGOOEDIH# TO TOfeTO EOTOMIOWt hEVEb
Statement < ,1 * *0011E0E '/ >?
m : V : ■. s .IM OK' . TOE/17'; r 3 r #:■;&k "
■1 19 ' 7 3 .0 ' 6 Xfr' S' .0 • 0 a 1
■ 8 3 9 9 7 6 3 3 1 ,3 4
3 X 7 20. 4. 2 0 6 3 2 1
,4
'&
4
12
10
10
€3
7
8
0
0
5
3‘
5
4.
3
8- . .  . 
3
1 * 
0
4
4
6
7
0
19
1
5
16
' 6
15
t
B
3
1
7
0
2
3
3
8~
1
2
10 . 0 16 1 4 7 0 7 2 3 4 * 0 4
.8 11 13 5 , 1 4 1 5 3 1 4
- 10 6 13 10 2 S 3 3 2 0 @
11 17 6 ' 6 O: 5 2 a 5 .0' 4
18 2 15 7 a 7 3 4 2 0 s
IS 13 11 5 0 5 3 s 1 1 ' 6
14 12 a , 8 0 8 , 2 4 .4 I ■5
15 17/ 9 4 0 4 5 3 . "2 1 3
16 8 7 7 3 9 2 2 4 1 : 5
17 23 a 0 0 3 6 4 0 O 4
18 ■*!?W 16 6 0 f 4 s i 8 ;• 4
19 12 a 9 1 4 4 i 4- 0 5
20 14 11 1 2 6 5 6 1 0 3
21 9 12 7 ■ 1 5 4 2 3 8 3
22 2 6 15 5 6 1 1 "5 2 6
m 15 7 7 1 4 4 2 2 2 - 4
24 80 8 8 1 S 8 2 2 0 , 2
86 14 10 4 0 6 1 6 ■ $■ 0 4
26 1 4 12 4 13 1 2 4 0 7
27 6 10 6 0 4 1 7 1 0 5
28 0 3 7 19 5 0 1 3 a 5
29 8 5 5 a- 19 3 0 s- 2 6
SO 0 5 19 3 7 3 2 3 2 4
/si 9 11 5 1 a 4 2 4 0 4
■’3® 3 6* 10 5 12 4 1 4 0- 6
ss 16 7- . ...a 0 s S 6 2 - # 2
54 19 ' ‘ s 0 5 7 2 2 0 S
35 3 10 X" li 0 a S 2 4
Fifteen responses (14$) were made by plants ef'the 
'elementary level} forty^four responses-' (42$) were 
made by parents of the high school level} thirty* 
tow responses (31$) were made by parents of the 
college level} fourteen responses {13%) were made 
by parents on the graduate level*
